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elizaveta.malashenko@cpuc.ca.gov (elizaveta.malashenko@cpuc.ca.gov)
Bcc:
Subject: Panel 3, the Regulatory panel

General

We need to get more detailed and specific in our guidance to the panelists.

Here are some general questions we had put together for Panel 3. We’d like your reaction to 
them.

Panel 3: Leading Safety - What Does Regulatory Leadership Look Like? (10:15 - 12:00 
Wednesday)

Moderator: Paul Clanon, Executive Director, CA PUC

Commissioner Mike Florio, CA PUC

Commissioner Paul J. Roberti, Rhode Island PUC

Chris Johns, President, PG&E

Dennis Arriola, President & COO, So Cal Gas

Panel concept: Bring together two regulators and two utility company presidents for a 
discussion about safety leadership and what each would like to see in the other.

•L J From your perspective, what constitutes “safe enough” as it relates to the public
safety performance of a gas utility? Is this an abstract or an empirical objective?
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•L J How specifically can the Commission and the utilities improve their working
relationships in the interest of public safety for gas operations in California?

•L J Is public safety really a shared responsibility for both the regulated companies and
the regulators? If so, what is the appropriate balance between the parties for this shared 
responsibility to the public?

•L J How can the companies do a better job of meeting regulator needs? What are the
largest barriers to that success?

•L J How can regulators do a better job of defining what will be needed from the
utilities with a common objective of improving productivity and reporting?

More later on the other two panels, but please give me your reaction to this general approach. 
Of course we’ll work with Paul to incorporate his ideas as moderator as well. I wanted to start 
with you.

Thanks!

Laura
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